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1 Introductions 
Since the bicycle has been introduced to China, it always reflects the development of this orient 
country. Bicycles have become daily transportation instead of luxuries for Chinese because of the 
perfection of the city roads last century. Bicycle brands like “Fenghuang”, “Feige” and “Yongjiu” 
started showing up. Though the using rate of bicycles slightly decreased in the 1990s because of the 
appearance of vehicles and motorbikes, it bounced back again now in the 21st century. Thanks to 
the advocation of eco-friendly and healthy lifestyle. 

The development of shared bicycles in China can be divided into three stages. The first stage 
would be started in 2007 when governments first introduced shared bicycles to China. They were 
all managed by the governments. The second stage started in 2010. Some of the companies which 
produce bicycles started making promotions by putting their bicycles in colleges and some cities for 
people to rent. And the final stage started in 2014. People started relying on their mobile phones 
because of 4G starting. And shared bicycles apps popped up. The mode of shared bicycles become 
more stable and organized from that moment. But new issues came up because of the variety of 
shared bicycles brands and quantity (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1 Shared bicycles in China 

 
The most important issue would be the safety of shared bicycles. In this essay I am going to 

talk about the safety of shared bicycles in China using the structure of Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 The structure of the essay 
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2 The System of Interest (SoI) of Shared Bicycles in China 
2.1 The System 
Here I am going to define the system as one single shared bicycle since the use of which could be 
the interaction between the cyclists and systems. As we discussed before, there are many shared 
bicycle brands in China and their bicycles look very different. But the subsystems of the bicycles are 
basically the same, which could be defined as[1]: 
- The wheel 
- Drivers & gears 
- Frames & materials 
- Brakes & steering 
- Aerodynamics 
- Human power 
- Other accessories: lights, bells, intelligent parts, phone holders, back seats, baskets, etc. 

Among all the subsystems, the major difference between the shared bicycles and the private 
one would be the other accessories. Since shared bicycles need to be located and unlocked without 
physical keys, there will be GPS and Bluetooth components or QR code on the bicycles. How to place 
all these intelligent parts is also different among the brands (Figure 3). And the outlooks and the 
color themes would be various as well (Figure 4).  
 

 
Figure 3 Different brands place their QR Code in different places 

 
Figure 4 Mainstream outlooks of shared bicycles 

2.2 The Human 
The elements of human would be identifying the people who have the possibilities related to the 
shared bicycles. After a brainstorming, I listed the categories of human as follows: 
- Students: from junior high and senior high school 
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- Office workers: who take the buses or tubes going to work but the place of the station still miles 
away from the office 

- Couples and friends: a great of outing or go on a date to have fun 
- Users whose own transportations go wrong: shared bicycles would be the last-minute 

substitutes 
- Special offers in colleges: some of the shared bicycles are only targeted to the college students 

and could only be used in the college area 
- Staffs from shared bicycles companies: they need to repair and dispatch the shared bicycles 

Overall, the human that have the most connection with the shared bicycles would be 
youngsters. Because users need a mobile phone to unlock the bicycles through mobile data or 
Bluetooth. This using method filter out most of the elder citizens since they can be slightly resisting 
to new things. 
 

2.3 Environments 
China has a large land area, and the weather could be totally different. However, there is one place 
called Tianjin, in which the factories produce the most shared bicycles. And the bicycles ownership 
has been top 3 for the last three decades. To make this topic more targeted, I will analyze the 
situation of shared bicycles in Tianjin. 

2.3.1 Weather in Tianjin 
Tianjin is a coastal city next to Beijing and it has four distinctive seasons. In summer, temperature 
could be over 30 degrees and in winter temperature could below -10 degrees. There will be strong 
winds and smog in winter also. In spring, there will be sandstorms. 

2.3.2 Road conditions in Tianjin 
Since there is a river called Haihe right across the city (Figure 5), the road in Tianjin have to be 
placed along the river. It is very common that the road is curved and some of the sections have 
more than 5 roads. The road condition would be complicated and dangerous. 
 

 
Figure 5 A map of Tianjin 
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The rush hours in Tianjin would be between 6:30 to 10:00, and 16:30 to 19:30 in the evening. It is 
more difficult for users riding the shared bicycles during the rush hours. There are many bicycles 
and electric bicycles on the road. The non-motorized lane would be crowded then, too. 

2.3.3 Regulations 

2.3.3.1 Regulations for the standards of bicycles in China 
- GB 3565-2005 Safety Requirements for Bicycles 
- GB/T 3566-1993 Assembly Requirements of Bicycles 
- GB 12742-1991 The Specifications of Testing Equipment and Measuring Appliance for Bicycle 
- GB/T 19994-2005 General Technical Requirements for Road Bicycles 
- GB 22790-2008 Cycles – Luggage Carriers 
- GB 22791-2008 Cycles – Lighting Equipment 
- GB 31887-2015 Cycles – Retro-reflective Devices 
- GB/T 31887.1-2019 Cycles – Lighting and Retro-reflective Devices—Part 1: Lighting and Light 

Signaling Devices 
- GB/T 31887.2-2019 Cycles - Lighting and Retro-reflective Devices—Part 2: Retro-reflective 

Devices 
- GB/T 31887.3-2019 Cycles - Lighting and Retro-reflective Devices—Part 3: Installation and Use 

of Lighting and Retro-reflective Devices 
- GB/T 3579-2006 Cycle Chains - Characteristics and Test Methods 
- HG/T 3832-2006 Finishes and Primers for Bicycles 
- HG/T 3833-2006 Primers for Bicycles 
- DB11/T 1109-2014 Technical Requirements of Public Bicycle Intelligent Service System 
- DB12/T 552-2015 Technical Specification for Bicycle Handlebars 

2.3.3.2 Regulations of the law 
- No.70th, Regulations for the implementation of the road traffic safety law of the People's 

Republic of China: Driving a bicycle, electric bicycle or tricycle across a motorway on a road 
section shall be carried out by getting off the vehicle. If there is a crosswalk or pedestrian 
crossing facility, it shall pass through the crosswalk or pedestrian crossing facility. If there is no 
crosswalk, no pedestrian crossing facility or it is inconvenient to use the pedestrian crossing 
facility, it shall pass directly after confirming the safety. A non-motorized vehicle that cannot be 
driven in its own lane because the non-motorized vehicle lane is occupied can borrow an 
adjacent motorized vehicle lane on the blocked road section and quickly return to the non-
motorized vehicle lane after passing the occupied road section. Motor vehicles should give way 
when this happens. 

- No.71st, Regulations for the implementation of the road traffic safety law of the People's 
Republic of China: Non-motorized vehicles should comply with the following regulations when 
it comes to carry items: bicycles, electric bicycles, and disabled wheelchairs must not exceed 1.5 
meters in height from the ground, and the width must not exceed 0.15 meters from the 
handlebar. The length must not exceed the wheels at the front and 0.3 meters at the rear. 

- No 72nd, Regulations for the implementation of the road traffic safety law of the People's 
Republic of China: Driving bicycles, tricycles, electric bicycles, and motorized wheelchairs for 
the disabled on the road shall comply with the following regulations: 
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(1) Driving a bicycle or tricycle must be at least 12 years old; 
(2) Driving electric bicycles and disabled wheelchairs must be at least 16 years old; 
(3) No drunk driving; 
(4) You should slow down before cornering, reach out to indicate, do not abruptly turn around, 
and do not hinder the overtaken vehicle when passing the preceding vehicle; 
(5) not towing, climbing or supporting other vehicles, or towing by other vehicles, or holding 
hands in their hands or holding objects in their hands; 
(6) not supporting one another in parallel, chasing each other, or racing in twists and turns; 
(7) Do not ride unicycles or bicycles for two or more people on the road; 
(8) No person with a lower limb disability shall drive a disabled wheelchair; 
(9) Bicycles and tricycles shall not be fitted with power units; 
(10) You must not learn to drive non-motor vehicles on the road. 

2.3.3.3 Regulations of the shared bicycle companies 
There are many companies that offer the shared bicycles services. And the regulations for which 
can be long and complicated. I will excerpt the most connected paragraph to refer: 
- The bicycle you pick up is for your own use only. It is strictly forbidden to sublet or lend it to 

others. It is forbidden to ride on the vehicle. Otherwise, you will be responsible for any personal 
injury or vehicle loss. In case of special weather or crisis such as typhoon, heavy rain, snow and 
ice, stop using the bicycle immediately and return the vehicle to a safe place as soon as possible. 

- You should use the bicycle reasonably, and do not damage or restrict the use of the bicycle by 
others, including but not limited to: you must not damage the bicycle, you must not damage the 
bicycle, you must not install a personal lock on the bicycle. 

- Before you use a bicycle, you should carefully check the bicycle for damage, including but not 
limited to checking whether the handlebar of the bicycle can be turned freely, whether the 
bicycle's brakes are effective, whether the bicycle tires are full, and whether the bicycle body is 
damaged. 

2.4 Interactions 
2.4.1 Human-to-System Interactions 
Shared bicycles have different workflow than private ones (Figure 6).  

 
Figure 6 Interaction process of shared bicycles 

And users sometimes couldn’t be adapted the size and the height of the shared bicycles 
since they are not customized. Even after all system aspects in the bicycle have been improved by 
safety (e.g. ergonomic design of frame, wider and deeper profile of wheel thread, and contoured 
pedal to avoid slip) it’s the user that counts for the safety result. Users have to know the use profile, 
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environment, and supported infrastructure they face[2]. Just like the regulations mentioned above, it 
is against which that to carry people using shared bicycles.  

And if users use the system correctly, this kind of interactions could be defined as 
collaborating system. 

2.4.2 System-to-Environment Interactions 
The bicycle is a system which has many environmental aspects that influence its safety, such 

as weather, road and infrastructure and other traffic users (e.g. bicycles, motorcycles, cars, buses, 
etc.). The bicycle relation to its environment is important to understand in order to ensure its 
safety. Here, the environment has been defined as weather, road and infrastructure, and other 
traffic users, while the system is the bicycle itself. In Tianjin, a windy city, it is hard not to take the 
weather under considerations. 

2.4.3 Environment-to-Human Interactions 
There are users who still want to ride a shared bicycle even though it is pouring rain, sand storming 
or smog. It is hard to keep themselves safe and that is why there is a regulation against this 
behavior. Also, users tend to break some traffic rules like crossing the street when the light is red or 
retrograde which cannot not keep them safe as well. Finally, some of users may destroy the shared 
bicycles due to the reasons of the occupation of the lanes. Or maybe they want the shared bicycles 
to be theirs by locking a private lock or doodle on the QR Code (Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7 Doodle on QR Code of shared bicycles 

2.4.4 Identifying collaborating/competing systems 
The relationships between the interactions above will be listed down below in Table 1. 
 

Table 1 Identifying collaborating/competing systems 

Interactions Collaborating Systems Competing Systems 

Human-to-System The process that users using 
shared bicycles Yes  

System-to-
Environment 

Laws against the shared 
bicycles carrying people  Yes 
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Wind/Rain makes the 
shared bicycles unusable  Yes 

Environment-to-
Human 

Users riding the shared 
bicycles when the weather is 

bad (sand storming, smog, 
heavy rains) 

 Yes 

Users do not obey the traffic 
rules Yes Yes 

Users do not obey the rules 
of shared bicycle companies  Yes 

 

3 The Safety Objectives 
3.1 Safety Integrity Level (SIL) 
The following standards use SIL as a measure of reliability and/or risk reduction. 
- ANSI/ISA S84 (Functional safety of safety instrumented systems for the process industry 

sector) 
- IEC 61508 (Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable electronic safety related 

systems) 
- IEC 61511 (Safety instrumented systems for the process industry sector) 
- IEC 62061 (safety of machinery) 
- Defense Standard 00-56 Issue 2 – accident consequence 
The use of a SIL in specific safety standards may apply different number sequences or definitions to 
those in IEC EN 61508[3]. Riding shared bicycle is defined as continuous operation (run more than 
once a year), and it supposed to evaluated to 1&2 level showed as the Table 2 below depends on the 
brands. 

Table 2 Probability of dangerous failure per hour of continuous operations 

SIL PFH PFH (power) RRF 

1 0.00001-0.000001 10−5 – 10−6 100,000–1,000,000 

2 0.000001-0.0000001 10−6 – 10−7 1,000,000–10,000,000 

3 0.0000001-0.00000001 10−7 – 10−8 10,000,000–100,000,000 

4 0.00000001-0.000000001 10−8 – 10−9 100,000,000–1,000,000,000 

3.2 Regulations and Standards 
Due to page limitations, you can find this part in Appendix I[2]. 

3.3 Safety Tests for Shared Bicycles 
Before companies put their bicycles into market for people to use, they have to test bicycles such as 
safety force level evaluation (showed in Figure 8) to see if they are qualified. 
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Figure 8 Strain cloud of shared bicycle frame 

Thought they test the bicycles for strength. Sometimes the results of spot checks of Bureau of 
Quality Supervision still aren’t totally satisfying. During a spot check on 8th, April 2018, the passing 
rate is only 87.5%. 21 batches of 5 brands passed the check, but 3 batches of 3 brands didn’t. The 
reasons could be loose screws, rust and ageing[4]. 

3.4 Historical accidents of shared bicycles 
The historical accidents of shared bicycles could be diverse. But they can be roughly divided into 
three groups: damages of systems, failures in human and systems, failures in human and 
environments. 

3.4.1 Damages of systems 
Damages like system without the front wheel or seat could be easily identified (showed in Figure 9 
and 错误!未找到引用源。) so the users won’t unlock the bicycles and use it; but the invisible 
damages like flat tires, broken brakes, bells and pedals, etc. (showed in 错误!未找到引用源。) , 
they could not be seen until users actually ride it. And here is what we called dangerous – most of 
the users will not change to another one because it already started billing as soon as the unlock this 
bicycle. They will continue using this one.  And this kind of behavior – riding a broken shared 
bicycle – is really dangerous. 
 

 
Figure 9 System without the front wheel (left), system without the seat (middle) and warehouse for scrapped 

shared bicycles 

3.4.2 Failures in human and systems 
Since shared bicycles are opened to public, it is illegal to make them personal. However, some 
people still doing thing like that (showed in Figure 10 and Figure 7). 
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Figure 10 Lock shared bicycle 

3.4.3 Failures in human and environments 
Failures that happened to the private bicycles can also happen to the shared ones, such as[2]: 
- Collision caused by observation mistake 
- Change in driving conditions is not considered  
- Other vehicle user loses control of the vehicle 
- Unpredicted behavior in traffic and traffic rules violation 
- Riding shared bicycles when the road is wet or slippery 
- Cycling while holding each other 

3.5 Critical Functions 
After the previous research and identification of the system and the historical accidents, this part 
will give conclusions to the critical functions of SoI which could be highly safety-related. And after 
knowing the critical functions, the hazards that the author about to identify for the part will 
surround the critical functions, which is: 
- Braking system that could make the bicycle stop in time 
- Power system that could control the speed 
- Pumped wheels that can give users a smooth, safe ride 
- Warning systems which include reflectors and bells 
- Sharing systems which includes QR Code, Bluetooth chips and GPS chips 
 

4 Identifying Hazards 
4.1 Safety Cube Analyze 
This part contains the identifications of possible hazards by using the model of safety cube. These 
will be promoted from structural hazards to functional hazards and finished with operational 
hazards. The promoted hazards are based on brainstorming, literature review, history of accidents, 
checklists, and scenario thinking. 
Based on the requirements of safety cube, the frameworks of time should be divided into three 
parts so that the hazards that will be brought up could be filled into appropriate column. The 
frameworks of time will be divided as follow: 
Past 
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This period started from 2007 when the shared bicycles were firstly introduced to China. Shared 
bicycles were under unified management government back then. And the shared bicycles were all 
attached to the piles (showed as in Figure 11) at that time. 
 

 
Figure 11 Shared bicycles that were attached to piles 

Present 
It started in late 2013 when 4G network became popular. And lots of private enterprises started 
doing the business of shared bicycles. The market is filled with similar bicycles and they were 
competitive. Therefore, it is hard for users sometime to choose a reliable shared bicycles brand to 
sign up as a member. 
Future 
Situations might occur in the future will be focused to in this period. With the development of 
newer technology, the usage mode of shared bicycles is definitely going to change. All the brought-
up situations are built on brainstorming, reasonable assumptions based on the current and former 
accidents/situations and literature reviews. The possible situations will be listed as follow: 
- Climate changing 
- New shared bicycles are being made 
- New private bicycles, cars and other kinds of transportations are being made 
- New laws being adapted 
- New bicycle parts that could make shared bicycles safer and faster 
- More cyclists on the road because of the chase to healthy lifestyle 
- More vehicles on the road because of the popularity 
- Massive changes of road and traffic conditions 
- Different using mode because of the popularize of 5G network 
Due to page limitations, tables of safety cube analysis will be put in Appendix II. 

4.2 Identify Main Hazards 
Different hazards could happen to shared bicycles, but some of them have high probability to 
happen based on the researches of historical accidents. This part will identify four main hazards 
based on safety cube analysis, news review and literature review. 
1. Shared bicycles tumbling over 
2. Users fall off the shared bicycle 
3. Shared bicycles collide with moving things (vehicles, other bicycles, pedestrians, animals, etc.) 
4. Shared bicycles collide with still things (buildings, pillars, streetlights, road signs, vehicles, 

other bicycles, people, animals, etc.) 
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4.3 Fault Tree Analysis 
Due to page limitations, you can find this part in Appendix III. 

4.4 Analyze Hazard Severity 
Catastrophic: Accidents that result in the death of one or more users of the system or the road. Also, 
damage to the equipment will be so massive that it will result in a total loss of the system. 
Critical: These incidents have as a consequence severe injuries for users of the system or the road 
and considerable damage to the equipment. The system will require several days to be repaired and 
a big cost. 
Marginal: Accidents that cause only minor injuries to users of the system or the road. Damage to the 
equipment will be so slight that only small repairs and will be necessary with a little cost. 
Negligible: These events will not have any injuries as a consequence, or less than minor injuries. No 
damage to the equipment means that no time and resources are required for repairs[2]. 
 

Table 3 Risk assessment matrix 

 Catastrophic Critical Marginal Negligible 

Frequent  3 2 4 

Probable 3  1 4 1 

Remote 4 4   

Improbable     
 

As it showed in Table 3, case 1 can always be marginal and negligible because tumbling over 
can always happen where the sand and mud ground is. And when this happens, cyclists always tend 
to jump out of the shared bicycles. And case 2 frequently happens when users don’t concentrate to 
the road condition and worse case scenario is a little scratch. However, case 3 has great chance to 
be critical and catastrophic since the moving things can do serious harm to the users and the 
system. Case 4 could be both negligible and catastrophic based on the specific condition but mostly 
negligible.  

5 Control Hazards 
5.1 Identify Unacceptable hazards 
Based on the identifications of the hazards, I found that the main hazards need to control are the 
ones that are catastrophic and could cause users’ lives. These hazards are unacceptable and the 
control of which are in urgent needs. And the unacceptable hazards are listed as follows: 
- Shared bicycles collide with moving things (H1) 
In this circumstance, user may be serious hurt or even dead if they collide with a moving vehicle. 
These accidents mostly happen in the nighttime, when everywhere is dark and the road condition is 
invisible.  
- Shared bicycles collide with still things (H2) 
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An unfocused cyclist or cyclists who using shared bicycle to race have higher possibility to collide 
with still things like pillars or parked vehicles. High-speed bicycles could cause catastrophic 
damage. 

5.2 Solutions Brought-up 
Two of the main hazards that identified before need solutions to reduce the possibilities of 
happening. After the research, the main reason that collisions happen is because of the lack of lights 
on the shared bicycles (based on the safety cube research of Figure 16) and the invisible damages of 
shared bicycles. The solution would be listed as follow: 
- Add embedded lights. Lights is necessary for bicycles’ safety, including shared ones. However, 

shared bicycles are not equipped with any lights nowadays due to the maintenance. The 
solution would be installed the embedded lights on the shared bicycles. Embedded lights could 
apply LED light beads. It could be changed quickly in case it’s broken and it’s rather cheap and 
really bright. 

- Applying reporting and repairing mechanism. Since the quantity of shared bicycles are huge in 
Tianjin, China, it is hard for maintenance staff to repair the broken ones in time. Some damage 
might be obvious like the lack of seats and wheels. However, other damages like loose nails, 
slightly crooked wheel frames, etc., are hard to identify just by the vision unless users actually 
cycle on it. So, it is really important that the mechanism of reporting and repairing are being 
adapted on the Apps. By reporting the damage shared bicycles, system would automatically lock 
them. They damaged ones are not usable until the maintenance are done. This mechanism cuts 
the original sources of letting users ride a damaged bicycle, so that the chances of hazards 
happen would decrease. 

5.3 Solutions Evaluations 
5.3.1 Cost Aspect 

5.3.1.1 Installing lights 
Industries of LED light beads board producing is mature right now in China. Companies can install 
embedded lights to the shared bicycles by using decent yet cheap bead board. LED light beads have 
the advantages of long-lasting, water resistance and high brightness. They become the first choice if 
there are going to be embedded lights on the shared bicycles. And in you can see the wholesale 
price of some popular LED light beads manufacturer brands in Table 4 [5]. 
 

Table 4 Wholesale prices of LED light beads boards 

Brands’ Name Picture Costs Temperatures & 
Illuminations Service Life 

Jinhong 

 

￥5 (about 0.50 
Euro) 

4200K 
90lm 50,000 hours 
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Hengshengzhixin 

 

￥6.5 (about 0.7 
Euro) 

5000K 
100lm 65,000 hours 

Langteng 

 

￥12 (about 1.5 
Euros) 

4600K 
120lm 62,000 hours 

. 
Installing lights will definitely increase the cost of producing the shared bicycles. However, it would 
be acceptable compared to the original costs of producing a shared bicycles (see Table 5)[6]. 
 

Table 5 Production costs of different shared bicycles 

Brands Costs (per shared bicycle) 

MoBike ￥2,300 (about 295 Euros) 

OfO ￥200-300 (about 25-38 Euros) 

Alipay shared bicycles ￥800-900 (about 102-115 Euros) 

DIDI Bike ￥700-1100 (about 90-141 Euros) 

 
In conclusion, installing embedded lights is feasible. And it could effectively reduce the possibilities 
of hazards happening. 

5.3.1.2 Applying reporting and repairing mechanism 
Adding an extra function to Apps will cost R&D expenses. And when this function launched, users 
will report the broken shared bicycles and the quantity of checking and repairing executed by the 
maintenance staffs will increase. Since the reported one will be locked automatically by the system, 
there are going to be requirements of the checking speed – to see if the report was true. If so, 
reward users with coupons and miles. If not, system will lessen the credit of the user. Therefore, on 
the cost aspect, the salary of the maintenance staffs will be a huge raise. But the situation of broken 
shared bicycles still in use will be improved. 

5.3.2 Benefit Aspect 
By using the methods of above, these possibilities lead to ‘shared bicycles collide with moving 
things’ will be cut off (showed in Appendix IV due to the page limitations).  
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6 Monitor System 
After the system findings and the hazards identifications, it is time to monitor the system by 
researching safety indicators. For the safety of shared of bicycles, its demands are always lagging 
behind. Thanks to the network nowadays, it would so much easier to collect the issues and 
problems that users might meet by using the big data the Apps collect (see Figure 12).  

 
Figure 12 Heat map of central city in Tianjin (collected by OfO App) 

If the report & repair function launched, collecting data of accidents and hazards and the research 
of which would be low-cost and high-efficient. Promoting targeted safety solutions like strengthen 
the shared bicycles, detailing in report system and make the report refresh rate higher, etc., would 
be easier. 
Safety culture is going to change by the adapting of 5G network. ‘Everything connects’ would be the 
theme. Road conditions and safety issues the shared bicycles occur would be reported and be given 
feedbacks in time. 
With the situations like this, shared bicycles would be a city problem that may influence the city 
management. Therefore, the comprehensive governance will be carried out both the shared bicycle 
companies and the local governments. And some provinces in China have already taken trial runs of 
co-management of shared bicycles. For instance, Tianjin took the following measures [7]: 
- Establish a special working group consultation system with relevant departments 
- Promote district governments to implement territorial management responsibilities 
- Establish an interview mechanism for the heads of shared bicycle companies 
- Study and formulate interim measures for internet bicycle management 
- Uniform shared bicycle parking area setting standards 

7 Prove Sufficient Safety 
The main hazard that has been identified before is collision (with both moving and still things). And 
the controlling solutions would be installing lights and applying reporting & repairing mechanism. 
After these are brought up, it would be possible to prove the system is safe now by using GSN 
analysis (Figure 13).  
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Figure 13 GSN analysis 

It is clear that two solutions targeted to the main hazards are sufficient to prevent the hazards from 
happening. However, the results of S2 are uncertain because executions of which depend on 
multiple maneuver reasons such as: the responsibility and efficiency of the staffs and the speed of 
broken-shared-bicycles replacement. There is still a long way to go to keep users safe. 

8 Reflections Through the Course 
What intrigues me the most in this journey is the cultural difference between China and the 
Netherlands. For the group work, we did the bicycle safety in the Netherlands. And I did the shared 
bicycles safety in China for the individual assignment. For example, the lights on bicycles are 
mandatory here but they are not required in China. That could actually explain why there are more 
accidents in China than here even though the cyclists in China ride their bicycles much slower than 
ones in the Netherlands. Also, I found that the models introduced to us in this course are rather 
interesting and useful. I’m sure that I will use them for my following design projects in the future. 
The other thing I really enjoy doing is to imagine the future such as the road conditions and the 
interactions between users and systems. It really gave me a chance to go deep of the technology 
development and let me be a part of the imaginary yet could’ve-happened world. 
Though I put time and efforts in the report and the relative researches, there are still things I would 
have done differently if it was for myself since I had to be realistic when I made the proposal for the 
whole shared bicycle community. I would propose a more cyber and sci-fi solution. For instance, if 
5G became a formal commodity. Then everything will be connected and detected. What if we install 
an automatic cycling system to prevent shared bicycles from collision by using the everything-
connected 5G network? Just like what they did on vehicles nowadays but adapting totally different 
mechanism (detectors instead of 5G network for vehicles). In conclusion, I would be bolder if it was 
for myself. 
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Appendix I. Standards for Bicycle Design 

Number Name Content 

ISO-EN 12100 
Safety of machinery. General 

principles for design. Risk 
assessment and risk reduction 

Defines how to perform risk assessment. Risk 
assessment is required for all products. Defined 

also how to reduce risks from many aspects such 
as shape, stability, maintainability, electrical and 

hydraulic aspects. 

ISO-EN 4210-1 
Cycles. Safety requirements for 

bicycles. Part 1: Terms and 
definitions 

This EN and ISO standard defines safety 
requirements for bicycle. This is the first part of 
standard where terms and definitions are listed. 

ISO-EN 4210-2 

Cycles. Safety requirements for 
bicycles. Part 2: Requirements for 

city and trekking, young adult, 
mountain and racing bicycles 

This EN and ISO standard defines safety 
requirements for bicycle. This part of standards 

defines requirements for different kind of bicycle 
based on use profile. 

ISO-EN 4210-3 
Cycles. Safety requirements for 
bicycles. Part 3: Common test 

methods 

This EN and ISO standard defines safety 
requirements for bicycle.This part defines what 
kind of test has to be done for bicycle and how 

bicycle has to pass these tests. 

ISO-EN 4210-4 
Cycles. Safety requirements for 

bicycles. Part 4: Braking test 
methods 

This EN and ISO standard defines safety 
requirements for bicycle. This part defines brake 

performance such as brake lever or pedal 
dimensions, applied forces, braking performance 
and test methods for the performance in different 

conditions. 

ISO-EN 4210-5 
Cycles. Safety requirements for 

bicycles. Part 5: Steering test 
methods 

This EN and ISO standard defines safety 
requirements for bicycle. This defines how 

steering bar is tested and what kind of forces and 
torques bar should handle. 

ISO-EN 4210-6 
Cycles. Safety requirements for 

bicycles. Part 6: Frame and fork test 
methods 

This EN and ISO standard defines safety 
requirements for bicycle. This part defines how 

frame and fork should be tested and what kind of 
forces it should handle. 

ISO-EN 4210-7 
Cycles. Safety requirements for 

bicycles. Part 7: Wheels and rims test 
methods 

This EN and ISO standard defines safety 
requirements for bicycle. This part of standard 

define how wheels and rims should test and what 
kind of forces they should be able to handle. 

ISO-EN 4210-8 
Cycles. Safety requirements for 
bicycles. Part 8: Pedal and drive 

system test methods 

This EN and ISO standard defines safety 
requirements for bicycle. This part defines how 
power drive system should be tested and what 

kind of loads should be used in tests. 
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ISO-EN 4210-9 
Cycles. Safety requirements for 

bicycles. Part 9: Saddles and seat-
post test methods 

This EN and ISO standard defines safety 
requirements for bicycle. This part of the standard 

how saddle sub-assembly should be tested and 
also test loads. 

ISO 6742-1 
Cycles -- Lightning and retro-

reflective devices -- Part 1: Lightning 
and light signalling devices 

The lights and reflectors are safety critical 
components for bicycles. This standard defines 

requirements for these components. This part of 
standard defines what these devices are. 

ISO 6742-2 
Cycles -- Lightning and retro-

reflective devices -- Part 2: Retro-
reflective devices 

This part of the standard defines requirements for 
the reflectors for example shape, reflecting, 

temperature limits. Also how these photometric 
and colorimetric features should be tested. 

ISO 6742-3 

Cycles -- Lightning and retro-
reflective devices -- Part 3: 

Installation and use of lighting and 
retro-reflective devices 

This part of the lightning and reflector standard 
defines how these components should be installed 

to bicycle and also operation principles. 

ISO 6742-4 

Cycles -- Lightning and retro-
reflective devices -- Part 4: Lighting 

systems powered by the cycle’s 
movement 

This part of the lightning and reflector standard 
defines how lightning systems should be powered 

from bicycle movement by safe way. 

ISO 6742-5 

Cycles -- Lightning and retro-
reflective devices -- Part 5: Lighting 
systems not powered by the cycle’s 

movement 

This part of the lightning and reflector standard 
defines how lightning systems should be powered 

from independent power source, typically from 
battery. 

ISO-EN 8098 
Cycles. Safety requirements for 

bicycles for young children 

For young children there is small bicycles on the 
market. These bicycles have their requirements to 
be safe for users. The standard has requirements 

e.g. for brakes, steering, frame, toxicity, sharp 
edges, chain-guard and stabilizers. 

ISO-EN 11243 Cycles. Luggage carriers for bicycles. 
Requirements and test methods 

This standard set requirements for bicycle luggage 
carriers. Safety requirements and also how to test 

them and rated test loads. 

EN 15194:2017 
Cycles. Electrically power assisted 

cycles. EPAC Bicycles 

This European standard set requirements for 
electrically assisted bicycles known EPAC bicycles. 
Requirements based on safety are set for example 
for power drive, performance, brakes and battery. 
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Appendix II. Safety Cube Analysis 
 

Table 6 Structural Hazard Assessment 

Physical/Structural 
integrity hazards or 
related hazardous 

situation 

Past Present Future 

Environment of 
supersystems for SoI 

The road can be chaotic 
because of unclear lines 
among the bicycle lanes, 
motorways and the 
sidewalk. 
 
During the rush hours, 
especially on a crossroad 
waiting for the red lights, 
the owners of bicycles and 
vehicles can be a mess since 
they all think that they can 
be the first in the waiting 
line of the road, which could 
cause an enormous traffic 
jam. 
 
Because of the rain and the 
snow, roads can be slippery, 
which could make the 
braking distance longer. 
Also due to the weather 
conditions, cyclists may not 
see the road condition. 

The chaotic now are mostly 
happen in the cycle lanes. 
The lanes can sometimes 
be narrow, which makes 
space not enough for those 
cyclists want to spend up if 
there were slow-paced 
cyclists in front of them. 
 
Traffic situations could be 
complex in some cross-
sections, it is hard to 
understand the traffic 
lights in some conditions. 
 
During the rush hours, 
especially on a crossroad 
waiting for red lights, 
cyclists tend to be the first 
in the waiting line so that 
they can move on as soon 
as the light turns to green. 
Therefore, the beginning of 
the line is always more 
crowded than the end of 
the line. 
 
Shared bicycles are put 
everywhere including the 
cycle lane.  
 
Because of the rain and the 
snow, roads can be 
slippery, which could make 
the braking distance 
longer. Also due to the 
weather conditions, 
cyclists may not see the 
road condition. 

There will be more 
bicycles, vehicles and many 
other transportations, they 
could make the road even 
more crowded and 
dangerous. 
 
The lanes still don’t have 
enough space, which could 
cause hazards when 
cyclists are overtaking and 
the high speed itself could 
also cause hazards. 
 
Shared bicycle companies 
may develop more sizes for 
users but it would be hard 
for users to find their size 
due to the dispatch. 
 
People might aware that 
cycling will be good for the 
environment and also, 
their own health, so they 
might choose bicycles over 
driving cars. That’s going to 
cause a more complicated 
road situation especially in 
Tianjin. 
 
Because of the rain and the 
snow, roads can be 
slippery, which could make 
the braking distance 
longer. Also due to the 
weather conditions, 
cyclists may not see the 
road condition. 

System of Interest The size of shared bicycles 
is all the same but users 
have different figures so 
riding the wrong size of 
bicycles could cause hazards 
due to the wrong size. 

There are no transmission 
gears attached to shared 
bicycles due to the cost, so 
it would be too hard or too 
easy for some users to ride 
and that could cause 
hazards. 

Electric shared bicycles 
could be welcomed 
because of its high-speed. 
And the popular of which 
could cause more 
accidents. 
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The cost of producing 
shared bicycles might 
increase due to the 
economy of Tianjin. To 
save costs, some 
companies might cut 
corners. And the quality of 
bicycles might be bad and 
that could cause hazards as 
well. 
 
The bicycles can be 
installed with an intelligent 
module, and that might be 
a distraction for the cyclist. 
 

Subsystems or 
components of SoI 

The bicycles might be 
structural inappropriate for 
women in dress and 
relatively short people.  
 
The basket installed on the 
bicycles were rather hollow 
and the bags that users put 
in have the chance to slip 
out. They have to put some 
of their attentions to the 
basket instead of fully 
concentrate to the road 
condition. 

The bicycles might be 
structural inappropriate. 
 
Brakes could go wrong 
sometimes. So that the 
cyclists won’t be able to 
stop in time. 
 
Flat tires could cause the 
lack of control for cyclists. 
 
Bad visibility of road 
situations. 
 
Other invisible damages 
might occur could cause 
hazards. 

Cycling lanes could be 
divided into different paths 
based on the speed 
requirements, just like the 
motorways. Cyclists can 
change lanes way easier 
and freer. Because of the 
free of changing lanes like 
the vehicle lanes now, 
more hazards could occur. 

 
Table 7 Functional Hazard Assessment 

Functional/malfunction
al hazards or related 
hazardous situation 

Past Present Future 

Environment of 
supersystems for SoI 

Damp weather like rain and 
snow tend to wet the 
machinery parts, which 
could make the bicycles are 
difficult to use and control. 
These can cause intense 
hazards. 
 
The parking piles could be 
broken and unusable for the 
users. They cannot unlock 
the shared bicycles. 
 

Damp weather like rain and 
snow tend to wet the 
machinery parts and 
electric parts, which could 
make the bicycles are 
difficult to use and control. 
These can cause intense 
hazards. 
 
Weather could cause road 
conditions like traffic lights 
and the position of other 
bicycles or vehicles all 
blurry. Cyclists tend to 
misjudge the position or 
traffic lights. That could 

Damp weather like rain 
and snow tend to wet the 
machinery parts and 
electric parts, which could 
make the bicycles are 
difficult to use and 
control. These can cause 
intense hazards. 
 
Cloudy weather could do 
harm to the electric and 
intelligence part of the 
system. Heavy cloud could 
cause malfunction of GPS, 
lead the cyclists misjudge 
the environment in front 
of them. 
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sometimes cause the 
hazards 
 
The digital parts like locks, 
GPS and Bluetooth mode 
could be broken. And the 
staffs cannot repair them in 
time. If something 
happened, it would be hard 
to track the bicycle whose 
GPS is broken. 

System of Interest Shared bicycles with piles 
are fixed. Based on the 
consumer psychology, 
shared bicycle that attached 
to a fixed pile could be more 
reliable than the present 
ones. They check the bicycle 
less carefully than the active 
ones. Therefore, the chance 
of hazards happen to the 
fixed ones is higher than the 
active ones. 

The adjustment of seat 
height is difficult to change 
without profession tools. 
Not everyone carry tools 
around with them. If users 
meet an unsuitable bicycle, 
they have to endure it and 
wrong seat height could 
cause tremendous hazards. 

We assumed that the 
transportation system in 
the future will rely on the 
network because of the 
development of 5G. All the 
communication and 
information are 
exchanged through the 
Internet. It could cause 
hazards with if the 
Internet broke down, 
shared bicycle users 
cannot receive all the 
information in time.  
 
As the technology 
matures, the price of 
electric bicycles could get 
lower. And shared 
bicycles could become 
shared electric bicycles 
(they already exists now) 
There will be more and 
more electric bicycles on 
the street. The functions 
of electric bicycle will be 
greatly influenced by the 
weather and other 
elements. 

Subsystems or 
components of SoI 

There are no lights on the 
shared bicycles now (only 
reflectors). It is really 
dangerous. 
 
Without the organized 
bicycle lanes, traffic 
conditions tend to be 
chaotic. 
 
Brakes would be break. And 
it will be hard for cyclists to 
stop in time. It could cause 
really intense hazards. 
 
Bells could go wrong, which 
make it cannot serve as a 
warning. 

There are no lights on the 
shared bicycles now (only 
reflectors). It is really 
dangerous. 
 
Brakes would be break. And 
it will be hard for cyclists to 
stop in time. It could cause 
really intense hazards. 
 
Bells could go wrong, which 
make it cannot serve as a 
warning. 
 
Intelligent chips installed in 
shared bicycles could go 
wrong. 

Front and back lights 
would break (if there 
were lights on shared 
bicycles in the future). 
They won’t be able to 
show the positions and 
the conditions during the 
nighttime. 
 
Brakes would be break. 
And it will be hard for 
cyclists to stop in time. It 
could cause really intense 
hazards. 
 
Bells could go wrong, 
which make it cannot 
serve as a warning. 
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Intelligent chips installed in 
shared bicycles could go 
wrong. 

 
Intelligent chips installed 
in shared bicycles could 
go wrong. 

 
Table 8 Operational Hazard Assessment 

Operational hazards 
(use/misuse) or related 
hazardous situation 

Past Present Future 

Environment of 
supersystems for SoI 

Damp weather makes the 
road slippery, which makes 
the bicycles hard for 
cyclists to control. 
 
Windy and cold weather 
can make the cyclists wear 
thick clothes. They cannot 
move flexible when 
hazards happened. 
 
Cyclists talking to each 
other or seeing the views 
during the riding process. 
Unfocused cycling can 
cause damage as well. 
Sometimes It will happen 
to other people on the road 
as well such as drivers and 
pedestrians. 

Damp weather makes the 
road slippery, which makes 
the bicycles hard for 
cyclists to control. 
 
Windy and cold weather 
can make the cyclists wear 
thick clothes. They cannot 
move flexible when 
hazards happened. 
 
Cyclists talking to each 
other or seeing the views 
during the riding process. 
Unfocused cycling can 
cause damage as well. 
Sometimes It will happen 
to other people on the road 
as well such as drivers and 
pedestrians. 
 
Active shared bicycles are 
chaotic placed by users on 
the street or sidewalk. 
Users who trying to unlock 
those bicycles need to put 
themselves in danger 
sometime.  

Damp weather makes the 
road slippery, which makes 
the bicycles hard for 
cyclists to control. 
 
Windy and cold weather 
can make the cyclists wear 
thick clothes. They cannot 
move flexible when 
hazards happened. 
 
Cyclists talking to each 
other or seeing the views 
during the riding process. 
Unfocused cycling can 
cause damage as well. 
Sometimes It will happen 
to other people on the road 
as well such as drivers and 
pedestrians. 
 
There will be new signals 
or interactions with the 
traffic. People who cannot 
understand – when to cycle 
and when to stop – might 
put themselves in danger. 

System of Interest Cyclists tend not to pay 
attention to the road when 
they are cycling. 
 
Cyclists talking to each 
other or seeing the views 
during the riding process. 
Unfocused cycling can 
cause damage as well. 
Sometimes It will happen 
to other people on the road 
as well such as drivers and 
pedestrians. 
 
Though there's a law 
against using cell phones 
while cycling, there are still 
many people on the street 

Cyclists tend not to pay 
attention to the road when 
they are cycling. 
 
Cyclists talking to each 
other or seeing the views 
during the riding process. 
Unfocused cycling can 
cause damage as well. 
Sometimes It will happen 
to other people on the road 
as well such as drivers and 
pedestrians. 
 
Though there's a law 
against using cell phones 
while cycling, there are still 
many people on the street 

New system based on the 
Internet is quite difficult 
for some people to 
understand and use. It may 
cause misuse and hazards.  
 
With the universalization 
of the electric shared 
bicycles, the average speed 
will go up. And compared 
to the normal bicycles, the 
electric ones are hard to 
control when it comes to 
turning and stopping. 
 
Though there's a law 
against using cell phones 
while cycling, there are still 
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behaving like that, which 
also can cause an accident. 
 
They might ignore the road 
sign such as the slow down 
sign, the speed limit sign, 
etc. which could cause 
tremendous accident if 
they ignored or neglected 
signs like those. They 
might speed up in the 
section where they are 
supposed to slow down. 
 
To save time, some cyclists 
will continue crossing the 
road even though they see 
the red lights. 

behaving like that, which 
also can cause an accident. 
 
They might ignore the road 
sign such as the slow down 
sign, the speed limit sign, 
etc. which could cause 
tremendous accident if 
they ignored or neglected 
signs like those. They 
might speed up in the 
section where they are 
supposed to slow down. 
 
To save time, some cyclists 
will continue crossing the 
road even though they see 
the red lights. 

many people on the street 
behaving like that, which 
also can cause accident. 
 
They might ignore the road 
sign such as the slow down 
sign, the speed limit sign, 
etc. which could cause 
tremendous accident if 
they ignored or neglected 
signs like those. They 
might speed up in the 
section where they are 
supposed to slow down. 
 
To save time, some cyclists 
will continue crossing the 
road even though they see 
the red lights. 

Subsystems or components 
of SoI 

Unable to stop in time 
when something on the 
road like cars, pedestrians 
and animals, etc., comes up. 
 
No lights during the 
nighttime. 
 
Unable to turn smoothly. 
 
Unable to start riding 
without jiggling. 
 
Failure in cycling without 
the phone. 

Unable to stop in time 
when something on the 
road like cars, pedestrians 
and animals, etc., comes up. 
 
No lights during the 
nighttime. 
 
Unable to turn smoothly. 
 
Unable to start riding 
without jiggling. 
 
Unable to cycling without 
the navigation in a new 
place. 
 
Unable to read the meaning 
of the traffic lights. 
 
Failure in cycling without 
the phone. 
 
Using unsafe methods to 
make the shared bicycles 
themselves, such as install 
a private lock, doodle on 
QR Code, stole the seats, 
uninstall the wheels, etc. 

Unable to turn on the 
network system to learn 
the road condition and to 
receive the information 
from the system. 
 
Unable to interact with the 
network system. 
 
Unable to read the meaning 
of the traffic lights. 
 
Unable to stop in time 
when something on the 
road like cars, pedestrians 
and animals, etc., comes up. 
 
Unable to open the lights 
during the nighttime (if 
there is one). 
 
Unable to turn smoothly. 
 
Unable to start riding 
without jiggling. 
 
Unable to cycling without 
the navigation in a new 
place. 
 
Using unsafe methods to 
make the shared bicycles 
themselves. 
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Appendix III. Fault Tree Analysis 

 
Figure 14 Hazard 1 - Shared bicycles tumbling over 
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Figure 15 Hazard 2 – Users fall off the shared bicycles 
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Figure 16 Hazard 3 – Shared bicycles collide with moving things 
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Figure 17 Hazard 4 – Shared bicycles collide with still things 
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Appendix IV. Fault Trees After the Solutions Adapted 
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